Welcome to your November update for the Canterbury campus. Here you will find the latest confirmed EP rewards, ways to earn more points, competitions and much more!

Headline Sponsor

Every month we will highlight the latest top company to confirm they will be offering exclusive EP rewards to our students this summer!

This month it is Kreston Reeves.

Kreston Reeves are an award winning accountancy and financial services firm based in both the South East and London.

Exclusively through the EP Scheme, Kreston Reeves are offering a paid internship, where an EP student will gain significant accountancy experience!

It is also worth noting that last year’s intern is now undertaking their graduate scheme!

Click here to find out more!
Once per month we will feature one EP sponsor who is offering some amazing opportunities!

The Civil Service Fast Stream is an award-winning graduate leadership development programme for the Civil Service!

For the EP Scheme, they are providing both rewards for students interested in applying for this graduate scheme or simply have a strong interest in the inner workings of central government.

Rewards confirmed include:

- Chance to shadow a senior civil servant, gaining an insight into policy making.
- Chance to shadow current Fast Streamers to find out more about their graduate journey.
- Chance to attend the Whitehall Experience day with tours of key sites, networking and workshops!

For more information on the Civil Service Fast Stream, check out their EP profile [here](#).
Here are some other rewards recently confirmed for EP students! Click on the logos to find out more!

- **Sales training reward**
- **Management skills training reward**
- **Subscription to online training**
- **Research internship**
- **Client relations and social media placements**
- **Work shadowing in IP**
- **Internships in digital marketing, content writing and coding**
- **Mini pupillages for Law students**
- **Wildlife surveying and reporting**
Further Sponsorship

- Public speaking workshop
- Fundraising work experience
- Marketing or events management internship
- Sales internship focusing on fine wines
- Video agency work experience
- Finance work experience
- Work experience in archives and community engagement
- Technical work experience
- Art gallery experience

All these opportunities are only available to students with sufficient points on their profiles! You can cash in points in March 2019 to apply!
You can claim 20 points for attending the Social Entrepreneurship Conference on 21st November!
Demelza are looking for student volunteers! If you would like to dedicate some time to assist with fundraising for this charity, check out more info here.

Are you passionate about volunteering or would you like to give it a go? If so, Kent Union are running various projects between 12th - 16th November for Volunteer Week!
Would you like to develop your public speaking skills? Check out the Student Membership deal with Chaucer Speakers Club [here](#).

---

**KSCV Champions Wanted**

Kent Union is looking to recruit **5 lead volunteers** to help us in running our Reward and Recognition scheme. This role is voluntary, so can be used to **log hours** toward your own KSCV Awards, to earn EP points, and to gain **skills** and **experience** in Volunteer Management, **boosting your employability**!

The role will be about **30mins to 1 hour per week**, working flexibly with Kent Union staff to **ensure volunteers get the recognition they deserve**!

**TO FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT VOLUNTEERING@KENT.AC.UK**
You can still book on free **Study Plus workshops** this term! Courses include:

• KE146: Harry Potter and the Literary Phenomenon
• KE188-KE191: Science & Society: Ethical Concerns in the Development of New Technologies
• KE095: Communicate with Confidence
• Microsoft Office workshops
• KE173: Pilgrims, Peasants and Paths in the Middle Ages
• KE178 & KE179: Cambridge and IELT's exam preparation
• And many many more…

You can sign-up to these via SDS.

If English is your second language, you can also sign-up to free **English Language and Academic Skills (ELAS)** support. Find out more [here](#). On top of this, you can also attend individual writing and speaking tutorials with the Centre of English and World Languages!

You can also improve your English with the **Cambridge and IELTS Exam Preparation Courses**. Find out more [here](#).

**Watch this space! Coming in January 2019.....**

The University of Kent and Kent Union are planning to deliver a student-based LinkedIn Local event! This is going to be an amazing opportunity for networking and learning about enhancing your employability through LinkedIn.

More info to follow shortly....
Well done to Aleksandar Angelov who won both the **Most Points Logged During #Empfest** and the **Most Points Logged in October** competitions! Aleksandar won £30 and £10 Amazon vouchers!

Don't forget we are running the competition - **Most Points Logged in November** and the winning student will win £10 Amazon voucher!

Are you in a society, sports team or KCA Group? If you would like the EP Student Ambassador to attend one of your meetings to talk about how you can gain points for your society engagement, let us know!
If you spend your co-curricular time helping a student group or sports club, being on a committee, volunteering for Kent Union, or in the local community, then you can log your hours toward a KSCV Award on the Toolkit. Work through Bronze, Silver, Gold and GoldPlus Awards – with every single one worth a good number of EP points too!

By participating in the KSCV scheme, you can gain extra recognition for your volunteer work, turning your activity into formal proof that you have the skills that employers want. Not only can you print a ‘Skills Record’ to show them, but your KSCV Awards can even go on your Graduation Transcript (HEAR) alongside your degree. The Toolkit is free and simple to use on the Kent Union website, no sign up needed!

Prepare yourself for life after Kent by logging everything you’ve done since 11th May 2018, and proving how employable you are with a KSCV Award! If you have any further questions then please feel free to email Sam at volunteering@kent.ac.uk